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Think &

Discuss

What is the purpose of
ASSESSING students?
Why do you ASSESS them?
What are you trying to
accomplish with your
ASSESSMENTS?

Multiple

Choice

What do you do with the results you receive from
assessing students?
a. Study them and use them to guide my upcoming
instructional practices
b. Put them in my grade book and average them to
determine the student’s grade in the class
c. Give them to the students so that they can use them to
guide their learning
d. Use them to berate and belittle my students about how
they will never amount to anything in life

Formative
Assessment
=
Assessment
FOR
Learning

Assessment FOR Learning
Definition:
…is a planned process in which
assessment-elicited evidence of students’
status is used by teachers to adjust their
ongoing instructional procedures or by
students to adjust their current learning
tactics.
- W. James Popham
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Assessment FOR Learning
What does it look like in the classroom?
Frankly, everything students do has potential value as formative
assessment. Assessments may range from:
• oral responses to written responses
• physical performances to inactivity
• completing practice worksheets to engaging in peer conferences
• taking conventional quizzes to creating graphic representations
of a concept
• computing math problems on personal dry-erase boards to
indicating the level of understanding with a simple thumbs-up or
thumbs-down
It takes myriad forms in the classroom and is as unique to individual
teachers as are instructional styles.

Assessment FOR Learning

It’s about how the results
of the assessments will be
used – not what the
assessments are.

Training and Technical Assistance Center at The College of William and Mary
http://web.wm.edu/ttac/corner/2006febmar.html?&=&svr=www

Assessment FOR Learning

AFL v. Summative

AFL usually doesn’t represent something
radically new.
AFL usually explains why your best is your
best.
When we understand
WHY something works
well, the odds of it
occurring more
frequently increase.

Assessment FOR Learning
A teacher’s daily reflection:
• Did I leave class today with the assessment
data/info I need to know for sure how well my
students - as a group and/or individually understood the lesson I just taught them?
• Did my students leave class today with the
assessment data/info they need to know for
sure how well they understood the lesson I
taught them?
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Autopsy
v.
Check-up

The Heart of AFL
• Frequent (daily) assessments for
the purpose of helping students learn – as
opposed to Assessment FOR Grading only
• Teacher using feedback to guide instruction –
that day as well as in the future
• Students using feedback to guide their own
learning – that day as well as in the future
• Grading systems that allow for assessments to
be used as practice – to help learning
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Assessment FOR Learning
Assessment FOR

LEARNING
v.

Assessment FOR

GRADING

Experiential knowledge:
• Your teacher gave you a study guide that
consisted of two columns worth of information
and definitions, and as you studied you ended
up having to relearn the majority of the
material.
• You earned an A on the large
unit test but received a B on
your report card because you
did not do as well on the class
work and quizzes that led to the
test.

On the other hand:
• Your teacher taught your class how to use
feedback from assessments to create personalized
study guides that only included the information you
had not yet mastered completely.
• You earned an “A” on a large unit
test and received an “A” on your
report card. While you had not done
as well on the class work and
quizzes that led up to the test, those
assessments were not averaged
into your grade but instead were
used by you to guide your learning.
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Experiential knowledge:
• After lecturing for a week, your teacher
gave you a test and then moved on to
the next topic.
• You had a big test
scheduled for the following
day but you were not
positive what information
you needed to know for it.

On the other hand:
•

Your teacher lectured for a week and
assessed you daily to make sure you
understood the content.

•

You had a big test scheduled
for the following day and knew
exactly what you needed to
know for it because you had
already been assessed many
times on the same material.

Analyzing “AFL-ishness”
The Heart of AFL:
• Frequent (daily) assessments for the purpose of helping
students learn – as opposed to Assessment FOR Grading only
• Teacher using feedback to guide instruction – that day as well as
in the future
• Students using feedback to guide their own learning – that day as
well as in the future
• Grading systems that allow for assessments to be used as
practice – to help learning

Based on the Heart of AFL, what is “AFL-ish”
about this next teaching strategy…
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in the future
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Based on the Heart of AFL, what is “AFL-ish”
about this next teaching strategy…

Application Activity
Teacher using assessment data to guide instructional practices

Choose an assessment that
you already use in your
classroom.
How could you use or apply it
differently so that it would
become an AFL tool?
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